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Abstract—We have developed miniapps from MPI finite
element library ParaFEM and Fortran 2008 coarray cellular
automata library CGPACK. The miniapps represent multiscale fracture models of polycrystalline solids. The software
from which these miniapps have been derived will improve
predictive modelling in the automotive, aerospace, power
generation, defense and manufacturing sectors. The libraries
and miniapps are distributed under BSD license, so these
can be used by computer scientists and hardware vendors
to test various tools including compilers and performance
monitoring applications. CrayPAT tools have been used for
sampling and tracing analysis of the miniapps. Two routines
with all-to-all communication structures have been identified
a primary candidates for optimisation. New routines have
been written implementing the nearest neighbour algorithm
and using coarray collectives. Scaling limit for miniapps has
been increased by a factor of 3, from about 2k to over 7k
cores. The miniapps uncovered several issues in CrayPAT and
Cray implementation of Fortran coarrays. We are working
with Cray engineers to resolve these. Hybrid coarray/MPI
programming is uniquely enabled on Cray systems. This
work is of particular interest to Cray developers, because it
details real experiences of using hybrid Fortran coarray/MPI
programming for scientific computing in an area of cutting
edge research.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Fortran coarrays are a feature of Fortran 2008 standard
published in 2010 [1], [2], [3]. To date there are very few
mixed coarray/MPI programs, or platforms which support
this. Cray is perhaps still the only such platform, and
ECMWF codes are probably the best example [4].
We have developed a two-way hierarchical concurrent
multi-scale fracture model [5]. The structural level is represented via finite element (FE) approximation using the
ParaFEM MPI library, http://parafem.org.uk, [6]
The microstructural level is represented by cellular automata (CA) [7] using CGPACK Fortran coarray library,
https://sf.net/p/cgpack, [8]. Both libraries are
written in modern Fortran and distributed under 2-clause
BSD license.
ParaFEM is a highly scalable MPI finite element library
written in Fortran 95 [9]. It has been used in large scale

simulations, e.g. in nuclear fusion research [10], [11] and
biomechanics [12], [13].
CGPACK is a scalable cellular automata library written in Fortran 2008 with extensive use of coarrays. Work
on CGPACK started in 2013 [14] on HECToR. It has
since been ported to Intel and OpenCoarray/GCC platforms, http://www.opencoarrays.org, [15], [16].
CGPACK is being actively developed, including contributions from the Software Sustainability Institute,
www.software.ac.uk, and a grant from the embedded
CSE programme of ARCHER.
Although the idea of a multi-scale CAFE model is not
new, [17], [18], [19], the current CAFE framework was
designed specifically for HPC systems. Fortran coarrays
is a PGAS language, which some HPC experts predict to
be better suited to exa-scale hardware [20], [21]. Coarrays
exploit the power and simple syntax of multi-dimensional
Fortran arrays, while MPI allows for very fine tuning of parallelisation, thus hybrid MPI/coarray algorithms can deliver
highly optimised parallel code.
A. ParaFEM/CGPACK (MPI/coarray) interface
The CA space is implemented as a 4D array coarray, with
a 3D coindex set: space(:,:,:,:)[:,:,:]. The first
3 array dimensions are used to store each cell’s Cartesian
coordinates. The fourth array dimension allows for multiple
types (layers) of microstructural information to be stored
and processed simultaneously. At present two layers are
used - grains and fracture surfaces. In contrast to the ”boxshaped” CA space, the FE model can be of arbitrary shape.
In other words CA uses a structured grid, whereas FE uses
an unstructured grid. In addition, partition of the FE model
into MPI chunks is totally independent of coarray images.
This presents severe problems for linking coarray CA part
of the model with the MPI FE part as described below.
In general the FE domain in solid mechanics can be very
irregular. A schematic example is shown in Fig. 1. The
microstructural CA space is always a structured grid, as
shown schematically in Fig. 2. Sometimes, the CA space will
be fully inside the FE model, but in general, the CA space
can be of arbitrary size and orientation with respect to the
FE domain, depending on what deformation and/or fracture
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Figure 3. Schematic of a multi-scale CAFE model composed of the FE
domain superimposed with the CA material space.

phenomena are to be studied with it, as shown in Fig. 3.
Some FEs will occupy the same physical space as some
CA cells. These FEs and cells form a two-way macro/micro
multi-scale CAFE model. However, as indicated in Fig. 3, in
general, there will be cells occupying physical space outside
of the body, and there will be FEs occupying physical space
not covered by the CA material. These FEs and cells must
be excluded from the analysis.
It is assumed in the following that in a hybrid coarray/MPI
program there is always identical number of MPI processes
and coarray images, which on Cray is just a number of
processing elements, PEs.
A schematic partition of the CAFE model on 4 PEs
is shown in Fig. 4. The labels denote on which PE the

corresponding parts of the model are stored. For example,
”image 1” and ”MPI 1” parts of the model are stored on
PE 1. However, these FEs do not share physical space with
these CA cells. Instead cells on image 1 share physical space
with FEs on PE 3, labelled ”MPI 3”. This is important
because information transfer is required only between CA
and FE which occupy the same physical space. So in this
example MPI part of the model stored on PE 3 will have to
communicate with coarray part of the model stored on PEs
1 and 3.
Communications between the MPI (FE) and the coarray
(CA) parts of the coarray/MPI (CAFE) hybrid model are
shown schematically with arrows in Fig. 5. The imbalance
in the communication pattern is clear. The FE part of the
model stored on PE 4 will not communicate with CA at all.
However, the FE part of the model stored on PE 1 will need
to communicate with CA coarrays stored on PEs 2 and 4.

The mapping of FE to CA is established via a private
allocatable array of derived type:
type mcen
integer :: image
integer :: elnum
real :: centr(3)
end type mcen
type( mcen ), allocatable :: lcentr(:)
based on coordinates of FE centroids calculated by each
MPI process and stored in a coarray of derived type with
allocatable array component:
type rca
real, allocatable :: r(:,:)
end type rca
type( rca ) :: centroid_tmp[*]
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which is allocated as
allocate( centroid_tmp%r(3, nels_pp) )
where nels_pp is the number of FE stored on this PE.
There are two different routines which establish
lcentr on each image from centroid_tmp. Subroutine
cgca_pfem_cenc implements an all-to-all communication pattern, i.e. each images reads centroid_tmp from
every image. Subroutine cgca_pfem_map uses temporary
arrays and coarray collectives CO_SUM and CO_MAX, which
are described in TS18508 [22] and will be included in the
next revision of the Fortran standard, Fortran 2015. At the
time of writing coarray collectives are available on Cray
systems as extension to the standard [1]. The two routines
differ in their use of remote communications. However,
both routines implement the same algorithm for establishing
lcentr - if the centroid of an FE on any image is within
the coarray CA array of this image, then this FE is added
to lcentr on this image.
Fig. 6 schematically shows lcentr arrays established
on two images P and Q. In this example finite element
n, stored on image Q, has centroid coordinates r, which
identify a physical location within CA coarray on image P.
So this element is stored in lcentr array on image P. Finite
element m, also stored on image Q, has centroid coordinates
u, which identify a physical location within CA coarray also
on image Q. So this element is stored in lcentr array on
image Q. FEs with centroids outside of the CA space are
not entered in lcentr.
lcentr plays the key role in information transfer between the FE and the CA parts of the multi-scale CAFE
model.
After lcentr has been established, the second important
mapping issue can be resolved. CA cells which are outside of
the FE model must not be processed. This means no fracture
propagation can occur in such cells. However, since there is
finite resolution in FE model and in CA, this problem cannot

be posed precisely. Depending on the FE size and the CA
cell size, a cell can be deemed to lie inside the FE model or
out. The algorithm implemented in the ParaFEM/CGPACK
interface uses some characteristic distance measure, Lc . The
criterion is this - if the distance between a cell and the
centroid of any FE in lcentr is less than Lc , then this
cell is considered to lie inside the FE model, otherwise it
is considered to lie outside of the FE model. Cell which
lie outside of the FE model are not processed at all in
any of the fracture routines. Although these cells represent
microstructure in the material layer, this microstructure is
simply ignored in all fracture calculations.
This mapping is established with a divide and conquer
approach. The algorithm starts by checking boxes of CA
cells the size of the whole coarray on each image. If a box
in partially in and partially out, it is split into two smaller
boxes and the process continues until each box is either
fully in, or fully out. If necessary, CA boxes are divided
down to single CA cells. This algorithm is implemented in
the routines cgca_pfem_partin, cgca_pfem_boxin
and cgca_pfem_cellin.
B. Separate scaling of ParaFEM and CGPACK
Individually both ParaFEM and CGPACK libraries
showed the potential to scale well into tens of thousands
of cores on HECToR, as seen in Figs. 7 and 8, although
parallel efficiency of CGPACK is only about 25%.
However, scaling of a library can be understood only as
scaling of particular programs using various routines from
the library. Scaling might change dramatically depending on
which library routines are invoked in a particular executable
and in which order. Too many permutations exist for a
comprehensive scaling analysis of a library.
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Figure 7. ParaFEM scaling for a 3D transient flow explicit analysis.
Reproduced from [6].
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Figure 10. Example of the ParaFEM/CGPACK miniapp simulation. Cracks
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Figure 8. CGPACK 3D solidification scaling with different synchronisation
methods. Reproduced from [14].

Figure 11. Example of the ParaFEM/CGPACK miniapp simulation. The
CA space (blue) intersects the FE domain (red). The cleavage cracks (dark
blue) are confined to the CA space.

Figure 9.
material.

CGPACK simulated crystal boundaries in a polycrystalline

II. PARA FEM/CGPACK MINIAPPS
Several driver programs (miniapps) [23] were constructed
using both ParaFEM and CGPACK libraries. The programs
simulate progressive cleavage propagation in polycrystalline
iron. Examples of the miniapp results are shown in Figs.
9-11.

Crack propagation across crystal boundaries is of particular interest in structural integrity analysis of polycrystal
structures and components. A typical CA simulation of
equiaxed crystal boundaries is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the emerging macro-crack, visualised on the
CA scale. In this example cracks in individual iron crystals
merge to form a macro-crack. The process is driven by the
FE stress field.
Fig. 11 shows results from a miniapp where the CA
space intersected with the FE domain. Mapping routines cgca_pfem_partin, cgca_pfem_boxin and
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Figure 12. ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray miniapp scaling on ARCHER
XC30 for a 3D problem with 1M FE and 800M CA cells.

cgca_pfem_cellin, described in Sec. I-A, were used
in this miniapp.
When a crystal boundary is crossed by a crack in the
CA coarray on any image, it is important that all other
images are notified as soon as possible [8]. If the crack
propagation speed is relatively low, and the model resolution is high enough, then it is sufficient to inform the
nearest neighbouring images. Subroutine cgca_gcupdn
implements the nearest neighbour algorithm. In cases when
crack propagation speed can be so high that the CA changes
can propagate more than the length of the CA coarray in
one model iteration an all-to-all algorithm has to be used.
It is implemented in subroutine cgca_gcupda. Profiling of the miniapps with both these routines, as well as
with the nearest neighbour cgca_pfem_map and all-to-all
cgca_pfem_cenc FE to CA mapping routines, see Sec.
I, is presented in the next section.

Figure 13.
Profiling function distribution for ParaFEM/CGPACK
MPI/coarray miniapp with all-to-all routine cgca_gcupda at 7200 cores.

III. P ROFILING
CrayPat on ARCHER (Cray XC30 system) was used for
profiling work. The model with 1M FE and 800M CA cells
was used.
Although both ParaFEM and CGPACK independently can
scale well to tens of thousands of cores (see Figs. 7 and 8),
the initial profiling study showed limited scalability mainly
due to an all-to-all remote read routine cgca_gcupda.
Strong scaling of one of our miniapps which simulates a
3D trans-granular cleavage in polycrystalline iron is shown
in Fig. 12. It is clear that this miniapp scales well up to
2000 cores from where the scalability drops dramatically.
As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, a large portion of the total
time (over 38%) is spent on cgca_gcupda subroutine
which indicates it is a clear candidate for further optimization.
The key fragment from this all-to-all routine is shown below. In this routine each coarray image reads a coarray value
from all the other images which becomes a communication
problem at large number of images. The outer loop starting
counter (remote image number) is chosen at random to even
out communication load.

Figure 14.
Raw profiling data for ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray
miniapp with all-to-all routine cgca_gcupda at 7200 cores.

integer :: gcupd(100,3)[*], rndint, j,&
img, gcupd_local(100,3)
real :: rnd
:
call random_number( rnd )
rndint = int( rnd*num_images() )+1
do j=rndint, rndint+num_images()-1
img = j
if (img .gt. num_images()) &
img = img - num_images()
if (img .eq. this_image()) cycle
:
gcupd_local(:,:) = gcupd(:,:)[img]

Figure 15.
Raw profiling data for ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray
miniapp with the neareast neighbour routine cgca_gcupdn at 7200 cores.

do i = -1 , 1
do j = -1 , 1
do k = -1 , 1
! Get the coindex set of the neighbour
ncod = mycod + (/ i, j, k /)
:
gcupd_local(:,:) =
&
gcupd(:,:)[ncod(1),ncod(2),ncod(3)]
:
end do
end do
end do
It must be emphasised that the nearest neighbour and allto-all are not identical. In the nearest neighbour case the
information is propagated only one image away from the
current image. Multiple invocations of the nearest neighbour
algorithm are required for changes on any image to reach all
images. However, because the nearest neighbour algorithm
is known to scale well, it might still outperform all-to-all
at high core counts, even if multiple invocations are used.
Moreover, for some fracture propagation problems a single
invocation of the nearest neighbour will suffice, if crack
propagation rates are such that no crack is likely to cross
the whole of CA array on an image in one CA iteration.
The execution of the mentioned miniapp execising the
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An alternative to an all-to-all algorithm is the nearest
neighbour algorithm. As mentioned before, this has been
implemented in subroutine cgca_gcupdn. The key fragment is shown below.

time, s

:
end do

Figure 16.
Profiling function distribution for ParaFEM/CGPACK
MPI/coarray miniapp with the neareast neighbour routine cgca_gcupdn
at 7200 cores.
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Figure 17. Runtimes and scaling for ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray
miniapp with the nearest neighbour, cgca_gcupdn, and all-to-all,
cgca_gcupda, algorithms.

nearest neighbourgh algorithm clearly demonstrates a considerable reduction in the number of remote reads. This
can be seen on Figs. 15 and 16 where the user time is no
longer dominated by remote reads between images with the
exception of subroutine cgca_pfem_cenc.
This optimisation should also be reflected in the miniapp
performance since now it will be able to scale to much larger
of core counts. Fig. 17 shows that the scaling limit has been
increased from 2k, when using all-to-all cgca_gcupda, to
7k cores, when cgca_gcupdn is used.
As previously mentioned, subroutine cgca_pfem_cenc
also implements an all-to-all communication pattern which
could be replaced with subroutine cgca_pfem_map. Subroutine cgca_pfem_map relies on the use of temporary
arrays and coarray collectives CO_SUM and CO_MAX.
At present Cray collectives specification differs slightly

Figure 18.
Profiling function distribution with cgca_gcupdn and
cgca_pfem_map at 7200 cores.

A large temporary array, of length in the order of the
maximum number of FE on any image times the number of
images, is required. This approach might prove problematic
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integer :: maxfe, pos_start, pos_end, &
ctmpsize
real, allocatable :: tmp(:,:)
! Calculate the max number of FE
! stored on this image
maxfe = size( centroid_tmp%r, dim=2 )
ctmpsize = maxfe
call co_max( source = maxfe )
allocate(tmp( maxfe*num_images(), 5), &
source=0.0 )
! Each image writes its data in a unique
! portion of tmp.
pos_start = (this_image() - 1)*maxfe + 1
pos_end = pos_start + ctmpsize - 1
tmp( pos_start : pos_end, 1 ) = &
real( this_image(), kind=4 )
! Write element number *as real*
tmp( pos_start : pos_end, 2 ) = &
real((/ (j, j = 1, ctmpsize) /), kind=4)
! Write centroid coord
tmp( pos_start : pos_end, 3:5 ) = &
transpose( centroid_tmp%r(:,:) )
call co_sum( source = tmp )

Figure 19.
Raw profiling data for ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray
miniapp cgca_gcupdn and cgca_pfem_map at 7200 cores.

time, s

from TS 18508 [22]. However, the differences are immaterial
for this work, so in the following we just use ”collectives”
to mean the features of both Cray implementation and TS
18508.
The key fragment of cgca_pfem_map is shown below.
See Sec. I for details of centroid_tmp coarray.
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Figure 20. Runtimes and scaling for ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray
miniapp with cgca_pfem_map and cgca_pfem_cenc.

at very high core counts due to memory limitations.
In addition, all variables have to be recast in the same real
kind before writing to tmp array. This is because CO_SUM
and CO_MAX work only with numeric types.
Finally we note that CO_SUM and CO_MAX allow noncoarray SOURCE argument. This is an interesting feature of
coarray design.
Figs. 18 and 19 show that although the total percentage of
time spent on cgca_clvgp has slightly increased, the time
corresponding to the user group functions has been reduced.
As a result, this miniapp manages to improve the performance achieved by miniapps running cgca_pfem_cenc.
Since cgca_pfem_map or cgca_pfem_cenc are

Figure 22.
Tracing ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray miniapp with
cgca_gcupda on 7200 cores.
Figure 21.
Sampling ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray miniapp with
cgca_gcupda on 7200 cores.

called only once during the execution of the miniapp,
only a minor overall performance improvement is expected.
This is shown in Fig. 20. The miniapp implementing
cgca_pfem_map shows some performance improvement
only from around 1000 cores, where the overhead of remote
read statements becomes noticeable.
A. CrayPat issues
During the course of this investigation, a small number
of issues have been identified with CrayPat. Theses issues
have been already submitted to Cray developers for further
investigation.
Tracing ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray has been reporting an inconsistent percentage of time for some user routines
which were highlighted in sampling experiments. Figs. 21
and 22 illustrate this effect on subroutine cgca_gcupda.
Although the sampling report indicates that this subroutine
is the most time consuming user function, this routine
is not present at all in the tracing report, even when
cgca_gcupda was specifically traced. However, it the
miniapp, cgca_gcupda and cgca_hxi are called exactly
the same number of times. Indeed a call to cgca_gcupd
is immediately followed by a call to cgca_hxi in
cgca_clvgp. The key fragment is shown below.
module subroutine cgca_clvgp( coarray, &
... gcus, ... )
integer, allocatable, intent(inout) :: &
coarray(:,:,:,:)[:,:,:]
procedure( gcupd_abstract ) :: gcus
:
end subroutine cgca_clvgp
module procedure cgca_clvgp
:
! update all local GC arrays using
! the given subroutine
call gcus( periodicbc )
! halo exchange after a cleavage
! propagation step
call cgca_hxi( coarray )
:
end procedure cgca_clvgp
where cgca_gcupda is passed for dummy gcus.

Figure 23.
Incorrect number of threads indentified by CrayPAT in
a tracing experiment of ParaFEM/CGPACK MPI/coarray miniapp with
cgca_gcupda.

Another issue is the number of threads reported by
CrayPat when profiling our different ParaFEM/CGPACK
MPI/coarray miniapps. Although profiling has always been
carried out using a single thread, CrayPat indicates otherwise. An example is shown in Fig. 23 where in this case
CrayPat reports that the miniapp has been run with 3 threads.
B. Cray Reveal
Fortran 2008 standard says that allocatable coarrays must
be allocated with the same dimensions and codimensions
on all images. Moreover this allocation must be done at
the same time on all images, because coarray allocation
involves synchronisation between all images. When more
flexible data structures are desired, e.g. coarray arrays of
different length, as in this work, the only solution currently
is to use coarray variables of derived type with allocatable
components. Such variables provide excellent flexibility and
potential for extension. However, the price for such flexibility is poor optimisation of remote operations with such
variables. This problem was highlighted with Cray Reveal.
The following fragment is from the CGPACK/ParaFEM
interface
module
cgca_m3pfem,
subroutine
cgca_pfem_yum, which updates the FE Young’s
modulus based on the accummulated fracture.
! how many elements
ndims=size(
&
centroid_tmp[ img_curr ] % r, dim=1 )
nelements=size( &
centroid_tmp[ img_curr ] % r, dim=2 )
! use a temp array to pull
! all centroids data in one call
allocate( tmp( ndims, nelements ) )
tmp = centroid_tmp[ img_curr ] % r

where img_curr is the neighbouring image number.
Here an attempt is made to minimise the number of
remote operations by reading the whole array from another
image into a local array tmp. However, the size of the
array on the remote image is not known. Hence the first
two remote operations are reading just the two dimensions
of the array. Then the local array is allocated accordingly.
Finally the remote array can be read into the local array.
The last statement in the above fragment is at line 571.
It attracted five separate messages from Cray Reveal, which
are reproduced below.
 ”A loop starting at line 571 is flat (contains no external
calls).”
 ”A loop starting at line 571 was not vectorized because
it contains a definition of reference to a coarray variable
on line 571.”
 ”A loop starting at line 571 was unrolled 8 times.”
 ”An implicit non-blocking operation was used for this
statement.”
 ”The coarray assignment in the loop starting at line
571 was not replaced by a block remote data transfer
operation because it is not recognizable as a supported
pattern.”
More information is obtained about the last message with
explain ftn-6239: ”The list of patterns recognizable
by the compiler is as follows: memory copy, get, or put with
loop invariant strides.” This indicates that coarray support
in CCE is still maturing and there is scope for further
optimisation.
IV. F UTURE WORK
The focus of this work was optimisation of user routines.
Another important area with a significant scope for optimisation is synchronisation.
The Fortran standard [1] contains very strict rules on
coarray synchronisation. The rules are designed to ensure
that a standard conforming Fortran coarray program will
neither deadlock nor suffer from race conditions. The price
of this guarantee of coarray integrity is potentially excessive
synchronisation. This is particularly pertinent to a coarray
library such as CGPACK, where multiple synchronisation
paradigms are possible.
At one extreme, all synchronisation is removed from
the library routines and is left as the responsibility of the
library user. This approach might be the most efficient but
is definitely the most error-prone. At the other extreme
synchronisation is used inside all, or most, library routines.
This approach is most likely to guarantee coarray integrity
but is very inefficient.
The search of an efficient coarray synchronisation
paradigm, for the CGPACK library and for
ParaFEM/CGPACK miniapps, which will ensure full
standard conformance and coarray integrity, is left for
future work. We are keen to test new coarray features of TS

18508, as soon as these are available on Cray. In particular,
coarray EVENTS might be useful for implementing more
flexible synchronisation between images.
V. C ONCLUSION
Successful usage of Fortran coarray and MPI parallel
libraries on ARCHER (Cray XC30 system), to create what
may be the first multi-scale cellular automata finite element
(CAFE) ”miniapp” for proof-of-concept modelling is novel.
It is uniquely enabled on a Cray system. CrayPAT sampling
and tracing led to identification of optimisation hotspots.
Replacement of all-to-all algorithms by the nearest neighbour algorithms and coarray collectives increased the scaling
limit by a factor of 3. The hybrid MPI/coarray miniapps
stress tested CrayPAT tools and identified several issues in
these tools. This highlights the usefulness of MPI/coarray
miniapps to Cray developers, because these small driver
programs represent complexity of real engineering codes for
structural integrity and solid mechanics calculations. The
libraries and miniapps are BSD-licensed, so they can be
used by computer scientists and hardware vendors to test
compilers, performance monitoring applications, etc.
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